FRIDAY, APRIL 16, 2021
10:00 am CT

Virtual Conference Platform Orientation

Join us the Friday before the official conference starts. You’ll connect to fellow conference participants
and learn how to best navigate the conference.

MONDAY, APRIL 19, 2021
What to Expect in the General Session

In this LIVE session, you’ll be able to submit questions and chat with your fellow conference participants via the chat panel. The general session will be recorded and available within the conference platform only to attendees with credentials starting April 26th through
May 28th.

10:00 - 11:00 am CT Opening General Session - General Session Room, Lobby
Sponsored by Hyperquake

Welcome - Elizabeth Simpson, President, ABPM

ABPM President Elizabeth Simpson will kick off the conference by sharing her observations regarding
how this community has made the most of a very difficult time, and what she expects to see in a year
that promises even more change.

Panel Discussion - The Next Normal: Hybrid Briefings

Panelists: Bonnie Bryce, Director, Strategic Programs, Dell Technologies; Kathy Edwards, Manager, Customer Engagement Center, Lexmark; and Tom Sullivan, Director, Corporate Experience, PTC
Though briefing program goals and strategies have remained the same during this past year of extreme
change, the how is another story. This community has done an amazing job of making virtual engagements
effective and meaningful. Soon, the addition of a hybrid briefing model will likely be needed when centers
reopen. Program teams must plan now in order to be as effective with their hybrid briefing offering as they
have been with virtual. Using the ‘Considerations for Hybrid Briefings’ document as a guide, we’ll talk with
a panel of ABPM Thought Leaders about how they are preparing for the complex scenario of engaging two
audiences simultaneously: remote and in-person customers. We suggest you read the ‘Considerations for
Hybrid Briefings’ document and come with your questions and comments!

11:00 - 11:10 am

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hangout Table

11:10 am - 12:00 pm Keynote Speaker
SUPERCREATIVE™ SELLING: Unlocking Creativity & Innovation for The Next Normal
James Taylor
The nature of executive briefings is changing at the speed of light. Offerings like virtual and hybrid are
creating new ways for us to have conversations, innovate, and sell. In this new world, there is one
distinctly human competitive advantage that you and your organization must leverage – your creativity.
James Taylor has designed a framework for creativity that has helped some of the world’s most creative
individuals and companies, ranging from Grammy-award winning music artists and best-selling authors
to Silicon Valley startups, achieve exponential growth. In this tailored, entertaining, and highly visual oneof-a-kind keynote, he’ll take you on a journey to discover why human creativity, curiosity, and personalization are the keys to growing sales this year.

12:00 - 12:10 pm CT Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hangout Table
12:10 - 12:50 pm CT Supplier Celebration Live Discussion, Demos & Case Studies
This is the first of three opportunities to talk live with ABPM’s Supplier Members who are vetted resources for this community. Consult the Demos and Case Studies schedule to see what today’s offerings are,
or simply consult the ‘Supplier by Category’ directory to have conversations with Suppliers who can help
you with specific needs. Of course, there are always great prizes - and participating is easy! See the
rules in the Supplier Celebration Hall.

12:50 - 1:00 pm CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hang Out Table

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT

Conversations & Collaboration - Common Grounds Coffee Shop

End the conference day by grabbing a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you are) and join
us in the coffee shop. Click on the table topic that interests you most to talk with fellow ABPMers in an informal Zoom gallery conversation. Today’s topics: Meet the Keynote; The Next Normal: Hybrid Briefings;
or simply Hang Out & Chat. Coffee shop conversations will not be recorded.

TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 2021
What to Expect in Breakout Sessions

Session Leaders will share their knowledge and stories and ask you to speak up to comment and/or ask questions or submit via the chat
panel so the moderator can call on you to be part of the conversation. We want to see your face and hear your voice, so come with your
camera on! Though not required, we suggest you download the Zoom app so you can access all session tools. The sessions will be
recorded and available on-demand within the conference platform to registrants with credentials beginning April 26th through May 28th.
Session recordings will not be shared outside of the conference platform.

10:00 - 11:00 am CT

Breakout Sessions

Let’s Talk About Getting Your Discussion Leaders Ready for Hybrid Briefings

Kelly Reeves, Vice President, Global Training Services, and Karen Bintz, Senior Trainer, Communications Coach and EBC Consultant,
both of Mandel Communications
When it comes to hybrid briefings there are several things we have to take into consideration in order for them to be successful. One
key component is making sure your Discussions Leaders have the skills they need to come across confidently and engage all customers regardless of how they are participating in a briefing. If they can’t, you run the risk of losing an opportunity and damaging your
brand reputation. Now is the time to be thinking about and planning for what the Hybrid world will look like and how to help your DLs
be successful in this new, more complicated environment. Bring your concerns and challenges with you to this session and we’ll work
through them together. All of us can then be better prepared to support our DLs as we enter the new world of hybrid briefings.

Blended Engagements with Your Customers: A Philips’ Customer Experience Center Case Study

David Brull Vice President, Global Accounts kubik and Karolina Misiak-Bilinska Head of Global Customer Experience Centers Philips
The Philips Customer Experience Center is filled with rich content that takes the guests on a journey which illustrates how Philips
is connecting people, data, and technology across the health continuum. That journey has added a new path with the addition of a
broadcast studio that allows Philips’ customers to have blended engagements with discussion leaders, executives, and account teams
in meaningful conversations. In addition, the space is multipurpose and can be utilized by press relations, investor relations, and the
global events team to have two-way conversations with all their audiences. Join as we present a case study broadcast live from the
Philips Customer Experience Center in Best, Netherlands.

Supercharge Briefings with Hybrid

Nick Simonette, Vice President, Sales and Michael Dezso, Chief Strategy Officer, both of Czarnowski
In this session, we’ll review the HYVE (HYbrid<->liVE) approach to successful Hybrid briefings. We’ll consider the possibilities of hybrid
brings through building both synchronous and asynchronous content that engages customers at the appropriate time in their briefing
journey depending on their remote or in-person presence. We’ll discuss tips from live broadcasting and streaming services and borrow
familiar sets and content formats from talk shows and news programs that help deliver an interactive, shared experience for your live
and virtual audiences. Finally, we’ll discuss technologies and set pieces that enable SME showcases, thought leadership, panel discussions and product demonstrations.

Where Virtual Briefings Meet Hollywood

Jonathan Shmukler, Head of Experience Center, Amdocs
While virtual briefings have now become a normal component of almost every briefing program, so has ‘Zoom fatigue’. We are starting
to understand that, in addition to engaging content, another key part of a successful virtual briefing is how well it is planned, produced,
and broadcast. In this session, we will discuss and share how we transformed virtual briefings into virtual productions, covering topics
such as: What does it mean to ‘produce’ a briefing – how different is this from a regular briefing on zoom or teams? What is required
in terms of mindset, skills, technology, people and processes? Is your internal IT equipped to support you – key considerations. The
session will include practical examples and case studies from our experience center. So put on your director’s cap as we explore how
you can transform your virtual briefings into the next Hollywood blockbuster!

11:00 - 11:10 am CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hangout Table

11:10 am - 12:10 pm CT Breakout Sessions
Facilitating Hybrid Briefings: Orchestrating the New Customer Experience

Ann Benett, President, and Candie Hurley, Consultant/Trainer, both of Benett Communications; Jill Swartz, Sr. Program Manager, Strategic Programs, Dell Technologies; and Christy Jacobs, Briefing Specialist, SAS
In a virtual environment, facilitation of your customer briefings is key to driving customization and engagement. As we look forward
to hybrid briefings, how will facilitation change? Will we need two facilitators for each briefing? In this breakout session we’ll discuss
the possibilities and challenges of hybrid facilitation, and explore the strategies and tactics used by ABPM member companies. Session participants will gain perspective on what to consider when planning to facilitate hybrid briefings, e.g. impact on staffing, training
challenges, additional steps in the planning process, how it will impact the customer experience. Also, come ready to contribute to the
conversation with your own thinking about how to approach hybrid briefing facilitation in your program.

“I have attended a lot of virtual events during this pandemic, and this one was by far the best experience possible!”
– Alissa Turner, Verisk

TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 2021
11:10 am - 12:10 pm CT Breakout Sessions Continued
Building a Successful Program During COVID-19: A Case Study

Anthony Pham, Director, Executive Briefing Program, Fortinet & Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner, Briefing Program Consultant, EBP Business Consulting
As late as 2018, the Fortinet briefing program was not strategic, and was mostly a “best kept secret” in the company. In 2019, Fortinet’s
leadership announced the ground-breaking for a new headquarters building that included plans for an 8-room briefing center. The program manager’s challenge, then, was to scale the briefing program to add headcount, engage other company employees as stakeholders, and plan for the best utilization of the new space. The 2020 year was beginning fairly well until COVID-19 struck. All employees
were sent home, travel was discontinued, and briefings were canceled. The program’s utilization rate was much lower than ever before.
In this session, we’ll hear how Anthony Pham courted new executive sponsorship, gained their confidence, created a virtual briefings
model, developed a strategic marketing initiative, and measured performance. The result was a 250% increase in utilization and additional headcount necessary to meet the new demand. Join us for this conversation on how to advance programs during the pandemic,
explore best practices, and consider alternatives for the “Next Normal.”

Digital Engagement Strategy: Virtual and Hybrid Briefings

Tom Sullivan, Director, Corporate Experience at PTC and Marshall Thompson, Director, Client Solutions at Signet
Tom and Marshall will focus on the rapidly evolving strategies behind virtual and hybrid engagements. Briefing Programs’ primary directives of elevating brand perception and accelerating business is more pressing than ever. Nevertheless, content and technical approach
must be adapted to suit the dynamics of Virtual and Hybrid audiences. The shift presents exciting new opportunities, and unique challenges for customer programs of all sizes and industries. Marshall and Tom will unpack PTC’s innovative digital briefing model, plans for
the future, and highlighting how other industry peers are delivering compelling experiences for distributed audiences. The challenges
of digital briefings are both technical and human in nature, and this discussion will
address both sides. Methods covered will range from state-of-the-art innovations to
“The conference’s virtual format exceeded
zero-cost tactics that any program may employ.
my expectations in every way!”
– Dave Rogers, Microsoft
Din Lapidot, HP Inc. Americas Graphics Experience Center Manager
As we all converted to virtual briefings in 2020, many will agree the biggest challenge was providing demos that were meaningful for the
customer, and effective for briefing and sales teams. In this session, you’ll see a LIVE behind-the-scenes demo of one solution in the
HP Inc. Graphics Experience Center as an example of how the HP Inc team has deployed to adjust to a world where both Virtual and
Face-to-Face visits co-exist. This 65,000 square foot experience center contains a wide variety of technological capital equipment, from
hardware to sophisticated software. By using Augmented Reality, Video Production Equipment that drops from the ceiling, and Green
Rooms, HP GEC weaves together an experience that customers have given a Net Promoter Score of 80+. Join us to explore different
creative solutions that can potentially be leveraged, in your Briefing Center.

Effective Demos in a Virtual and Hybrid World

12:10 - 12:20 pm CT
12:20 - 1:00 pm CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hang Out Table
Supplier Celebration Live Discussion, Demos & Case Studies

This is the second of three opportunities to talk live with ABPM’s Supplier Members who are vetted resources for this community.
Consult the “Demos and Case Studies” schedule in the Supplier Celebration Hall to see what today’s offerings are, or simply view the
“Supplier by Category” directory to easily find a booth and have a conversation with a Supplier who can help you with a specific need.
Of course, there are always great prizes - and participating is easy! Rules are available in the Supplier Celebration Hall.

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT

Conversation & Collaboration, Common Grounds Coffee Shop, Lobby

End the conference day by grabbing a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you are) and join us in the coffee shop. Click on
the table topic that interests you most to talk with fellow ABPMers in an informal Zoom gallery conversation. Choose from topics focused
on additional discussion around today’s breakout sessions, or simply Hang Out & Chat. Coffee shop conversations will not be recorded.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 2021
10:00 - 11:00 am CT

Breakout Sessions

Rethinking the Basics as We Reopen Centers

Dave Rogers, Director Of Operations; Jamie Berkeihiser, Global Facility Operations & Guest Services Lead; Dave Buscarino, Global
Design, Technology & Infrastructure Lead; Haley Gillis, IEC Operations Manager; and Cindy Baccetti, IEC Site Director & Global Catering Lead; all of Microsoft
ABPM members have not wanted sessions about catering, room set, or any other “logistics” topic since … about the mid-1990s. These
are table stakes. The focus has been on program strategy for years. But, COVID has changed all of that. In a post-COVID world where
we’ll once again host customers in-person, “catering”, “check-in”, “room set”, and “gifts” are examples of topics that must be re-imagined and carefully executed with the health and safety of participants uppermost in mind. The Microsoft Executive Briefing Program
team has been carefully preparing for the re-opening of their centers almost from the day they had to close. Considerations and plans
have evolved over time as the world learned more about the virus. In this session, we’ll hear about some of the ways their operations
will be different when their centers re-open.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 2021
10:00 - 11:00 am CT

Breakout Sessions Continued

Staffing Your Program for the Next Normal

Pamela Evans, Sr. Dir., Executive Briefing Program, Palo Alto Networks, and Renée Niebylski, Dir. Global Experience Program, Poly
How are briefing teams evolving as programs consider the “next normal”, which will require planning and executing briefings in three
models: fully in-person, fully virtual, and a hybrid of the two? Will new skills be required of existing positions? Will new positions be
added to your team? Will other positions be replaced or reimagined? For example, in our current fully virtual world, facilitation skills
have become increasingly critical to the success of briefings. Some managers are adding new types of positions such as producers, virtual customer advocates, or technical staff skilled in virtual technology. And what comes next? What types of skills and positions will be
required when centers re-open? Will new demands be placed on operations teams who will be charged with meeting strict health and
safety guidelines to protect in-person participants? This session will explore the fast evolution of briefing teams that is being necessitated by the COVID 19 pandemic.

“The conference was brilliant! The
session topics relevant, there was
a lot of great content, the speakers
were engaging, and the overall agenda was well thought out!”
– Jo Foster, ServiceNow

Creating Anthem’s Virtual Briefing Program Platform and the Surprising
Lessons Learned that Will Drive Improvements for the Entire Program

Rachel Julo, Director of Brand Strategy, Dimensional Innovations and Debra Luling,
Director, The Anthem Experience, Anthem
In this session, Rachel and Debra will share the strategic and tactical considerations
for developing a flexible virtual briefing program platform without sacrificing the guiding
principles and impact to business delivered within Anthem’s physical space. They’ll highlight Anthem’s core business requirements - considered non-negotiable - in a transition
from a physical to a virtual platform, including capabilities that were not available through off-the-shelf solutions. Those capabilities
included: facilitator-led journeys, high-resolution content, interactive participant engagement, gamification and robust and flexible client
customization capabilities. Anthem’s virtual solution prioritizes active participant engagement and meaningful dialogue over sizzle and
flash – although, there is plenty of that too! Speed to market was critical, so working within an accelerated road-map from inception to
implementation necessitated a flexible infrastructure that allows for future growth, including plans to pivot again to a hybrid physical and
virtual business model. We will review learnings from planning and implementation of a virtual environment to how those insights and
lessons learned are impacting Anthem’s physical space and a hybrid digital and physical experience moving into 2021 and beyond.

Accelerating the Shift: Transitioning from Spatially Focused Experiences to Visitor-Centered Journeys

Brad Baer, Chief Strategy Officer and Partner, Bluecadet; and Brian O’Neill, Tammy Yost, and Amos Wampler, all Capabilities Team at
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
Executive briefing centers have traditionally served as an essential physical touchpoint for an organization’s brand. They will always
have a critical role in converting sales and attracting top talent. However, like other physical destinations – notably brick and mortar
retail, in-location conferences, and events – the core function of EBCs will be transformed as a result of Covid, accelerating the shift
towards user-focused experiences. This session will explore how a post-Covid visitor journey may look, weaving seamlessly together
digital and physical. Along the way, we will reference lessons learned from other industries and sectors about pairing social, editorial,
and event strategy with digital products and physical touchpoints to engage audiences online and on-site. We will explore the exciting
potential unlocked by these new conditions, what behaviors we can expect to see, and how EBCs can start today preparing for this new
reality. Examples discussed will include audience-driven personalization, experience customization, artificial intelligence and augmented reality tools, and efforts to expand content across a company-wide ecosystem.

11:00 - 11:10 am CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop, Lobby

11:10 am - 12:10 pm CT

Breakout Sessions

Defining and Supporting Evolving Briefing Models: Virtual, Hybrid, and On-site

Candie Hurley, Benett Communications, Facilitator. Contributors: Kathy Edwards, Manager, Customer Engagement Center, Lexmark;
Staci Kvasnik, Innovation Center Manager at Boston Scientific; and Marcy Nelsen, Director, Corporate Briefing Program, AT&T
It seems that just as we’ve gotten a handle on virtual briefings and helped sales teams see the value, we’re now being asked to offer
and support hybrid briefings…and, of course, we’ll be expected to return to offering fully on-site briefings too! How do we clearly communicate the potentially different expectations for these different offerings? What will we need to think about in terms of lead times,
staffing commitment, planning processes, and special content development? Join this session to hear early plans from programs that
are already working on this and brainstorm with one another about best approaches to this new briefing model.

An HPE Case Study: Bringing the Value of Face-to-Face to Virtual Briefings

Gavin Finn, President & CEO of Kaon Interactive and Daniel Sherrill, Manager, Executive Briefing Center, Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Virtual briefings are here to stay. But static PDFs, passive videos, and boring slide presentations cannot fully engage your customers in
a virtual setting. In this digital-first world, sellers need interactive applications that transform customer experiences while they’re on video conferences or in virtual briefings. This session will be led by Gavin Finn, winner of the 2020 Transformative CEO Award for Customer Experience, in the category of Digital Transformation, and Daniel Sherrill, Manager of the Houston Executive Briefing Center for a the
HPE program, recognized as a 2020 World Class Program. They’ll share how HPE is bringing the value of face-to-face (engagement,
education, personalization, collaboration, product demos, value storytelling, shared real-time experiences) into their virtual briefings and
beyond.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 21, 2021
11:10 am - 12:10 pm CT Breakout Sessions Continued
Managing Briefing Teams in a Time of Disruption

Darby Mason-Werner, CX App, Facilitator, Panelists: Stacey Lovegren, Briefing Center Experience Program Manager, Citrix; Karen
Olivero, VP of WW Customer Advocacy, HPE; and Lauren Taddune, Director, Global Head of Executive Engagement, LinkedIn
This past year of living and working during a time of COVID has taught us a few things about the resilience and resourcefulness of
briefing teams. Although physically apart, they have worked together in a digital world to solve urgent problems in ways that have made
their own companies and their customers’ companies stronger and better prepared to weather this crisis — and to meet the future “next
normal” — in new and innovative ways. Such mammoth accomplishments require strong leadership. How have the managers of these
teams led and inspired them to achieve such a level of excellence in a time when they must do everything they’ve always done, but in
completely new and inventive ways? What are the challenges inherent in managing remote and physically disconnected teams, and
how have briefing managers overcome them? And how will they continue to lead as we return to centers and face a very different way
of doing business? Hear from several senior managers who have empowered and inspired their teams to reimagine and reinvent their
briefing programs in profound ways that are propelling their effectiveness to levels of excellence that were unimaginable in a pre-COVID
world.

Building Back Better: The Next Generation of Centers

Moderator, Alan Cordial, Sr. VP Account Development, MC²; Panelists: Tim Larson, Design Principle, Downstream; David Rogers, Director
of Operations & Technology Integration, Microsoft; Dale Tesmond, Storybuilding Founder, Hyperquake; and Sylvia Wang, Head of Google
Partner Plex Mountain View
Our industry has experienced a decade of disruption inside 8 months. What comes next? EBC’s will not become extinct. However, they
will evolve, to meet a new set of customers’ demands. What will those be? How do we plan and design for an uncertain future? The
physical space will be tasked with meeting multiple objectives to meet multiple audiences. Briefing Centers will move beyond the physical moment in time to deliver an array of diverse products for the new normal. We will ask our panel of experts, who are widely acknowledged in our industry as thought leaders, to share in a robust, facilitated conversation, exposing alignments and likely diverse opinions
as well. The discussion will lead us to a picture of what the future may entail for all of us. What we’re sort-of-sure-of: digital will play a
significant role, hybrid engagements are here to stay, the behavior of our attendees will adapt to a new reality, and briefing attendees
will have different expectations of their experience than they had pre-COVID.

12:10 - 12:20 pm CT
12:20 - 1:00 pm CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hangout Table
Supplier Celebration Live Discussions, Demos & Case Studies

This is the third of three opportunities to talk live with ABPM’s Supplier Members who are vetted resources for this community. Consult
the “Demos and Case Studies” schedule in the Supplier Celebration Hall to see what today’s offerings are, or simply view the “Supplier
by Category” directory to easily find a booth and have a conversation with a Supplier who can help you with a specific need. Of course,
there are always great prizes - and participating is easy! Rules are available in the Supplier Celebration Hall.

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT

Conversations & Collaboration, Common Grounds Coffee Shop, Lobby

End the conference day by grabbing a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you are) and join us in the coffee shop. Click on
the table topic that interests you most to talk with fellow ABPMers in an informal Zoom gallery conversation. Choose from topics focused
on additional discussion around today’s breakout sessions, or simply Hang Out & Chat. Coffee shop conversations will not be recorded.

THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 2021
10:00 - 11:00 am CT

Breakout Sessions

Live from Verizon’s TPC - They’re (Almost) Baaack! Preparing Your Center to Welcome Back Visitors

Dale Tesmond, Founder, Storybuilding, and John McDaniel, Managing Director, Storybuilding, both of Hyperquake; and Paul Savary,
Vice President and John Long, Consultant, both of Verizon
Take a live tour with the Verizon Technology and Policy Center leadership as they begin preparations to reopen their doors on a date
that remains unknown...but could arrive sooner than they expected! If you were just informed your center is reopening or you just feel
it coming and you don’t have the time or budget to renovate your center you’re not alone! With Verizon’s TPC leaders we’ll discuss the
need to consider how to freshen up 2019 era storylines, revamp tactile experiences, utilize spaces and amenities in new ways, and
breathe new life into presentations. On top of that, there’s new impacts of navigating ever-changing corporate health and safety guidelines on the physical space as more people are vaccinated. Join this important live tour to explore creative ideas for revitalizing your
center as you prepare to receive your customers again.

“The virtual lobby was very impressive especially the suppliers and the innovation tour rooms. The interactive feel of the site
and the ability to make connections as needed were great opportunities. I also loved the flexibility to attend different sessions.” – Jheroma Simon, UHG

THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 2021

10:00 - 11:00 am CT

Breakout Sessions Continued

Measuring the Effectiveness of Virtual Briefings

Susan Salaber, Worldwide Customer Advocacy Group - Systems & Tools Manager, HPE; Paul van der Lingen, Senior Manager -EBC
Program: EMEA & APAC, NetApp; and Stefan Slavov, EBC Briefing Consultant, Automation & Data Wizard, NetApp
There was a time in the now-distant past when it was thought that the effectiveness of briefings could not be measured! That’s hard to
imagine now. Over many years, ABPM has conducted important benchmarking research on the Effectiveness of Briefings, and briefing
teams have become extremely sophisticated at using their automation tools and CRMs to measure performance as well. But, as with
much else, all of that came to an abrupt halt a year ago. For a few programs, though, the question of how to measure the effectiveness
of virtual briefings was an early priority. In this session, we’ll hear from members of two 2020 World Class in Analytics Briefing Programs, HPE and NetApp. How did their immediate surveys change, if at all? Who did they continue surveying? End user customers?
Internal Customers? Or did they rely solely on their companies’ CRMs? What did the results tell them? If you and your team are grappling with how to measure performance in a COVID and post-COVID world, you won’t want to miss this session!

Creating Deeper Connections with Customers During Virtual Briefings

Candie Hurley, Consultant/Trainer, Benett Communications, Facilitator; Contributors: Stacy Cummings, Director, Customer Engagement
Verizon; and Kelly DeRoche, Strategic Program Manager, Dell Technologies; and Keeley Lundquist, Center Event Leader, IBM
During the past year, customers have discovered their information needs can be met without the time or expense to travel. Now, with a
year of pandemic behind us, customers are becoming less concentrated on managing crisis than on planning for how the events of the
last year will change their businesses in years to come. These evolving needs suggest that virtual briefings of the future will have different requirements. The need for deepening business relationships and developing strategic solutions requires more involved conversations in longer meetings. To meet this need in a still-virtual venue, briefing teams are developing new strategies that allow for a deeper
exploration of strategic business solutions. Join this highly interactive conversation that explores creating deeper connections with your
customers in the “next normal” virtual briefings model.
“I was not sure what to expect for the new Virtual ExThe Ideal Agenda: Strategies for Engaging Customers Early
perience. However, I was extremely impressed with the
Mark Zurlo, Executive Briefing Specialist, Autodesk
platform you used and the execution. Although I missed
“This is not what we were expecting at all.” There’s nothing that can derail
the human interaction, that can also sometimes be a
a briefing faster than an unhappy customer who feels they aren’t getting
little distracting. It was good to focus purely on the topics
the content or level of discussion they expected. Setting proper expectadiscussed. It was a great event, and you should be very
tions with customers and meeting those expectations are two of the most
proud.” – Debbie Kane, Verizon UK
challenging aspects of executing a briefing. In this session, we’ll discuss
fool-proof tactics to get your customers, sales teams, and discussion leaders on the same page prior to the briefing. We’ll highlight the
best ways to make the customer an integral part of the briefing team during the planning processes, starting with a simple four-slide
deck. We’ll also look at techniques you can use to turn your customer contacts into champions who will want to invite their peers and
managers to the briefing. These tactics have proven to dramatically improve customer satisfaction scores and lead to richer, more
impactful briefing discussions.

11:00 - 11:10 am CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hangout Table

11:10 - 11:40 am CT

Conversations & Collaboration, Common Grounds Coffee Shop, Lobby

Grab a cup of coffee (or a cocktail if it’s that time where you are) and join us in the coffee shop. Click on the table topic that interests you
most to talk with fellow ABPMers in an informal Zoom gallery conversation. Choose from topics focused on additional discussion around
today’s breakout sessions, or simply Hang Out & Chat. Coffee shop conversations will not be recorded.

11:40am - 12:10pm CT Supplier Celebration Live Prize Drawings, Supplier Celebration Hall

It’s time to draw some fabulous Supplier Celebration game prizes! Join us in the Supplier Celebration Hall and click on ‘Live Prize Drawings’ to attend and see if you’re a lucky winner!

12:10 - 12:20 pm CT
12:20 - 1:00 pm CT

Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop Hangout Table
Live ABPM Hero Awards - General Session Room

			

Sponsored and Produced by Downstream

1:00 - 2:00 pm CT

ABPM Community Awards After Party - Common Grounds Coffee Shop

This Spring Conference we’ll gather together to celebrate this extraordinary community - just like we do every year in-person at the annual ABPM Spring Conference Gala! We’ll celebrate how you were all there for each other in 2020 and how that response helped make
this community of rock stars even more important and impactful for your organizations.
Once we’ve celebrated ABPM’s Heroes, head to the After Party in the Common Grounds Coffee Shop. But the Coffee Shop won’t look
quite the same… Don your cocktail and party attire (party on the top is really all that’s needed...it’s Zoom after all) and join your fellow
members on the dance floor for games like “Name that Tune” or “Finish the Lyric”, or at the bar for cocktails, hors d’oeuvres and conversation! Both areas will have fun and prizes! Let’s come together as we always do at the end of every Spring Conference to have fun
with this amazing ABPM family!

THROUGHOUT THE CONFERENCE
CENTER TOUR GALLERY Sponsored by kubik

We are excited to offer our third virtual Center Gallery Virtual Tour room featuring four member briefing centers - some in areas of the
world ABPM conferences typically don’t get to visit. Simply enter the Center Tour Gallery from the lobby and click on a logo to view the
tour.

FEATURED CENTERS
		

		

Teradata - San Diego, CA
Hewlett Packard Enterprise - Dubai, UAE

Teradata - San Diego, CA

Zebra Technologies - Lincolnshire, IL
LinkedIn - San Francisco, CA

Zebra Technologies - Lincolnshire, IL

SUPPLIER CELEBRATION HALL
ABPM Supplier Members are thoroughly vetted in order
to qualify for supplier membership and are, therefore, a
resource of expert vendors in the briefing world. Digital
booths with interactive informational elements will be
available when you visit the Supplier Celebration Hall
throughout the conference and through May 28th. Every
day of the conference we’ll dedicate time in the agenda
when you can visit Supplier booths to have live conversations. There will also be live demos and case studies
at specified times in ABPM Sponsor booths. In addition,
the more Suppliers you visit during the “Live Discussions,
Demos & Case Studies” each day, the more chances you’ll
have to win the fantastic prizes offered at every Supplier
booth this conference!

COMMON GROUNDS COFFEE SHOP
Day 2 & 3 Sponsored by Czarnowski
The Coffee Shop has been a great hangout space during each of our past
virtual conferences, and this conference we’re adding a new feature! Our
popular barista will be at the Hang Out & Chat table during conference
hours, but if you want to meet up with fellow conference participants on
your own after conference hours, the table will be open 24/7. Just click on
the “Hang Out & Chat” table and network to your hearts content!

MORE 2020 VIRTUAL CONFERENCE QUOTES
“All ABPM conferences are extremely valuable. The fear this year was that being virtual would not have had the same
impact. So wrong!! It really showed how engaging a virtual meeting can be. As usual ABPM is leading the way!”
– Paola Grasso, Tetra Pak

“This was my first ABPM conference as a new member. Although it was virtual, there were opportunities to interact with
other members during the breakout sessions. I got away with key learnings, interactions and even a better understanding of
the briefing center industry. I look forward to our next conference!”
– Carolina Betancourt, Henkel Corporation
“Loved the virtual venue, thank you for all the planning, thoughtful & deliberate queue’s which ensured ABPM members had
a state-of-the-art digital experience.”
– Gurpreet Khela, Autodesk
“I was so impressed with the design, infrastructure, and flow of the conference. The panel was outstanding and very insightful. The sessions were fantastic! ABPM did not disappoint!! The team provided an engaging and professional experience.”
– Bonnie Bryce, Dell Technologies
“I wasn’t sure what to expect and was hoping it would keep my attention since it was going to be virtual and I have to say
I was pleasantly surprised. I loved the sessions, very engaging and the time flew by. It was my first and only virtual conference, but I was very impressed and appreciated all the effort that went into making it happen!”
– Susie Giacomelli, Palo Alto Networks
“Hats off to the organizers. I applaud your ability to be flexible in the time of COVID and that you managed to pull off a
really great virtual conference. Nothing beats meeting in person, but ABPM was successful in creating a real-time sense
of community - one that provided rich content and discussion, as well as spaces for networking and getting to know other
members. Thank you for providing an enriching and energizing week.” - Brian O’Neill, W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

Conference Fee

LOGISTICAL DETAILS

The price for Spring Conference registration has been reduced in the virtual environment to $795 for members and $1095 for non-members (briefing professionals or Supplier Members only - vendors must be recommended Supplier Members to attend ABPM events).
These prices are Early Bird rates and will increase to $995 and $1295 respectively after Friday, March 12th. ABPM accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Check, Wire Transfer, or you can create an invoice to submit to your AP department. If you have a credit
from the 2020 Spring Conference, please email info@abpm.com before registering for instructions regarding how to apply your credit to
registration. Invoices must be paid prior to Friday, April 16, 2021.

Multiple Registrant Discount

To receive the discount code for 10% off each registration fee when four (4) or more people from the same company will attend, please
email info@abpm.com.

New Membership/Registration Bundle Deal

Receive the first year of membership free with non-member rate conference registration! This offer is only available to those who have
never been ABPM members. Main Supplier members do not qualify for this offer, however additional employees from a current Supplier
Member company are eligible.

Dress

Come casual and plan to turn your webcams on for lots of interactive sessions! We recommend layered clothing as meeting rooms may
vary in temperature ;-).

Session Recordings & Slides available to conference attendees

The general session and all breakout sessions will be recorded and available for viewing only by conference attendees with valid login
credentials beginning Monday, April 26th through Friday, May 28th. Conversation & Collaboration discussions in the Common Grounds
Coffee Shop and Supplier Celebration Live Discussions will not be recorded. Session recordings will not be shared outside of the virtual
conference platform. Slides provided by session leaders will be available in the conference platform starting on Monday, April 26th.

Payment & Cancellation Policy

To receive the Early Bird Rate, registration fee must be paid by Friday March 12, 2021. All other registration fees must be paid prior to
Friday, April 16, 2021. You are registered at the time you receive a conference confirmation email from ABPM. We regret that we are
unable to issue refunds/credits or void outstanding invoices for cancellations received after Friday, April 2, 2021. However, substitutions
may be made at any time. Cancellation and substitution notices must be received via email to info@abpm.com.

ABPM gratefully acknowledges the following Sponsors whose generosity is
contributing to the success of the 2021 Virtual Spring Conference.

Platinum Level Sponsors

Gold Level Sponsors

Silver Level Sponsors

Conference Level Sponsors
Derse

Mandel Communications

Mechdyne

Questions? Call +1 214-389-0994 or email info@abpm.com. Registration is available online at www.abpm.com
ABPM PO Box 141079 Dallas, TX 75214 +1 214-389-0994 Fax: +1 972-362-1072

